HOW SHALL THE YOUNG SECURE THEIR HEARTS

1. How will the children keep their hearts
   And protect their lives from sin?
   YOUR Word gives the best rules
   For keep the conscience clean.

2. YOUR Word same the sun a heavenly light
   That leads us all the day,
   And through the troubles of the night
   A lamp for lead our way.

3. The heavens full stars obey YOUR rule,
   The earth keeps her place;
   And these YOUR servants, night and day,
   Show YOUR skill and power.

4. But still YOUR Law and Good News, Lord,
   Have lessons more holy;
   Not earth stands more strong than YOUR Word,
   Not stars shine with same glory.

5. YOUR Word true always;
   Every chapter true holy!
   That Holy Book will lead our children
   And give much support when we old.  Amen
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